SECOM is a Spanish company which designs, manufactures and sells Professional, Commercial and Technical
lighting systems.
The company was established in 1989, its head ofﬁce is in
Murcia, a region located in the southeast of Spain and one
of the most industrial regions of Spain. Funded by the
young enterprising José María Sandoval, who was
surrounded by a hopeful team, with a clear sight and
projection towards future, dedicated to get a substantial
market share in the Spanish lighting sector and open
frontiers at an international level.
About 100 people work in the head ofﬁce, besides they
have a huge commercial network in the country as well
as abroad, who are working together to achieve a
common aim.
Secom has become a strong and solid company, which
has been growing despite the crisis years in the market,

reaching a turnover of 25 million of euros in 2015 and
exporting to more than 35 countries in the world.
From the beginning, the main objective is manufacturing
high quality lighting in order to improve the user’s
standard of living.
SECOM take special attention to safety lighting regulations, trying to make the assembly and maintenance
works easy and economical. Years after years, SECOM
has managed to improve its manufacture and quality
control process, offering customers a wide range of
quality products with competitive prices.
These efforts contributed to the success of SECOM a
national and international level, providing lighting
solutions to customers all around the world.

SECOM COMPANY
IS CHARACTERIZED BY:
Dynamic and proactive: development of new
products, two catalogues per year, attendance at
fairs, and quick adaptation to the market.
Excellent relation quality / price: high quality
lighting and design with competitive prices.
Efﬁcient and quick service in sales as well as in
after sales, always by a high qualiﬁed personnel.
After sales management: technical assistance
for all lighting projects made with SECOM
products.
Fulﬁl construction and quality rules: ISO 9001
and UNE-EN-ISO 60598 (faltan) certiﬁcates.
Moreover, SECOM carries out laboratory studies
of its lighting.
Investment in R&D and sustainability: boost
competition through technological innovation
with a careful respect of environment. Focus in
the Led technology, which we are working from
several years, make us differentiate in the
market and get a competitive advantage.

SECOM is a company in full growth with an
annual increase of 25%, with its own commercial
network in the country and abroad, a young team
of highly qualiﬁed people with their effort and
perseverance at work are some of the points
which make difference with other ﬁrms in this
sector.

25%
annual increase

EXPANSION
SECOM has inaugurated recently (early 2015) the expansion of its facilities at its headquarters, located in the
“Molina de Segura” municipal district in the province of
Murcia,
Currently our facilities comprise more than 14.500 m2,
which shows up our growth and strong commitment to
provide better service to our customers. The company
bets on new technologies, carries on investigation and
business development, and studies all in depth.
We have changed our mind, with a new business model
adapted to the current market and new LED products
designed and manufactured by ourselves: innovative,
higher quality and more exportable.
We also have new tools: NEW PRICES, CATALOGUES,
leaﬂets, MARKETING MATERIAL, FACTORY VISITS, COMMERCIAL NETWORK, WEBSITE, INTERNET,...
SECOM ILUMINACIÓN usually go to important fairs in
Spain and over the world; specially each two years in the
Light & Building Fair in Frankfurt -the lighting and
electronics world-wide leader.
Currently, the main objective is to promote our international presence and consolidate our distribution network all
around the world.
SECOM trademark is currently well-known in Europe,
North Africa, Middle East and Latin America.

Objectives of the Future:
- Positioned in the market.
- Notoriety of the brand.
- Developing Secom’s expansion.
- Sustainability / Energy Efﬁciency.
- Closer ties and commercial alliances (agreements with
major franchises).
- STREET LIGHTING. (One of our new markets and one of
the most important, to which we are devoting a lot of
resources)
- WHARE HOUSE: project to create logistic warehouses
in strategic areas of the world:
MEDIUM TERM: FRANCE, ITALY, UK.
LONG TERM: South America, Middle East ...

FAIRS AND
STAND

EXPORT SALES
DEPARTMENT
SECOM has an important commercial network around
the world. Although Spain is still the main market, with a
strong network; abroad, Portugal and France where the
ﬁrst countries where we set up commercial networks
which was extended to 35 countries worldwide achieving
market shares.
SECOM has bet on foreign markets from the beginning,
and currently exports to more than 35 countries: above all
to Europe, Middle East and South American markets; and
we are coming into new potential markets like Africa or
Australia.
The Chamber of Commerce has recognized this success
of SECOM and awarded SECOM the Export Mercurio
prize in 2008. Moreover, the “Princes of Asturias”
(currently king of Spain) had also granted in 2005 the
premium for the Young Businessman National Prize in
the CEAJE 9th edition.

The constant communication and collaboration within
our national and foreign commercial network gives us
the opportunity to be one of the most efﬁcient companies
in the market and meet day by day clients’ requirements.
The annual invoicing of SECOM comes to 25 million of
euros approximate. At the moment, exports represent
40% of the company’s invoicing and are growing year
after year. The logic evolution of the company is exportation.

40%
export

MAIN COUNTRIES
WHERE SECOM
EXPORTS
europe
asia
africa

América

américa

Mexico
Guatemala
Dominican Republic
Cuba
Colombia
Peru
Chile

oceania

Europe
Spain
France
Portugal
Andorra
Germany
Italy
Ireland

United Kingdom
Belgium
Netherlands
Switzerland
Croatia
Slovenia
Austria

Czech Republic
Denmark
Poland
Sweden
Malta
Romania

Oceania
Australia

Africa

Asia

Morocco
Algeria
Egypt
Senegal
Tunisia
Angola

Lebanon
Israel
Palestine
Jordan
Saudi Arabia
Qatar
UAE

Oman
Bahrain
Kuwait

PROJECTS
DEPARTAMENT
Space and time are perceived through light. The communication of architectural lines, atmosphere and space
images are possible through lighting. A good lighting
planning conveys the required feelings, for example a
pleasant, festive or warm atmosphere.
It also requires a project analysis to plan the different
tasks, conditions and characteristics of the light.
A quantitative planning is aimed in detail for the tasks
speciﬁcally in order to fulﬁl requirements, restriction of
the dazzle, light color and chromatic reproduction.
Nevertheless, for a qualitative planning, we need the
maximum of information about the place to illuminate, its
use, users and architecture.
In SECOM, the project/technical department deals with
this matter. This department also conducts consultancy
services, studies and energy saving plans thanks to a
qualiﬁed staff specialized in lighting. For years, we have
been working with a program of light calculation software
able to do a detailed study for a light installation from the
characteristics of the area.

RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT
Nowadays, in our society, no doubt that productivity and
competitiveness of ﬁrms are linked to innovation and the
capacity to integrate new technologies. That’s why
SECOM is investing in this ﬁeld to achieve that innovation
became a strategy in the future and a fundamental to
succeed in a market more and more global and competitive. Only by devoting enough resources, we can increase
the capacity of innovation and in this ﬁeld, marketing, new
ideas; concepts, design, prototype, industrialization and
business processes all interact.

The result of R & D activities of SECOM is highlighted by:
Creation of new products. Our catalogue is the most
eloquent demonstration: our LED products have an original innovative design and proven success.

In SECOM, we work in this purpose, and the results are a
guarantee of quality and design in all our products.

Therefore, Secom’s efforts in R & D will be maintained
and even will increase to become a main objective of the
ﬁrm.

During las years, SECOM has been making a constant
effort in investment and innovation, with growing and
sustained R & D resources and a clear objective: to boost
competitiveness through technological innovation with a
scrupulous respect to the environment.
The wish to bet for investigation, combined with a human
team trained and enthusiastic and optimum technical
means, give excellent results for SECOM, its clients and
the social environment of the company.

Use of new materials for more efﬁcient manufacture
process, more versatile products, etc.. Improvement of
production systems is in process and it is one of our
biggest goals.

INDUSTRIAL PROCESSED
Only high technology allows being competitive in the
current markets. That’s why SECOM integrates it from
the design and prototype until the automated storage, for
all industrial processes (laser cut, metal injection,....).
A product’s life begins with the conceptual design developed by our designers and engineers, follow by luminous
simulations with specialized software and ﬁnally by The
prototype process that includes different high technology
pieces: resin prototype, laser cut, 3d printers.. etc. Prototypes allow improving new products as we can make
rapid and cheap tests which advantages the products’
competitiveness.
Once the prototype is testing and developed we start the
production of the new product; we control all the process
of the manufacturing:
- Purchase of raw materials (aluminum, polycarbonate,
LEDs, drivers ...). Always materials from recognized
brands and high quality.

FUTURE

Ready for a growth of 25% or higher over the next 10
years, due to a technological change and thanks to a
group of young engineers capable of developing new
products.
We have incorporated new machinery to our production
system to deal with large increases in sales.

25%
next growth
10 years

Konak LED

Ecodut LED

Auris LED

Protek LED

Protek Q2 LED

Boxter LED

Eslim LED

Aliket LED

Aircom Supra LED

PRODUCTS
Industrial lighting: To obtain the maximum output in
every use, the main features of these luminaries are
simplicity and functionality.
Led lighting systems: with components and versions of
our LED range, we can ﬁt a wide variety of innovative
luminaries either recessed to the ground, wall or ceiling
of any kind of surface.
Outdoor lighting: based in our experience in indoors,
Secom Iluminación has developed a range of outdoor
lightings and can offer an even more complete service.

PROJECTS
In our lighting projects we have solutions for architectural and interior design both for indoor
and outdoor lighting, observing the needs of clients who trust us.
Firstly, lighting has to provide a good perception and then a safe mobility from a place to another.
Moreover, we must take into account aesthetic and psychological effects, that is to say emphasizing
architectural structures. Just a light concept cannot fulﬁl these requirements owing to environmental
conditions changes (conditions for a night illumination are different from daylight illumination).
The requirements are really different when lighting is for a space with varied uses, for instance the change of
representations in a palace or multipurpose pavilion, in a gallery and even in an ofﬁce for administrative works or
conferences.

Some of our recent projects are:
- PABELLON CURLIN, UNV. GRANADA.
- COLEGIO S. JUAN BAUTISTA ARGANDA REY.
- HOTEL HABANA, CUBA.
- KPMG BUILDING, DOHA.
- HOTEL G+5 DUBAI
- CUARTEL SAN CARLOS TENERIFE.
- NAVE LECHE PASCUAL EN ARGANDA.
- CONCESIONARIOS PEUGEOT.
- IDEAL STANDARD SOURRUM, ARABIA SAUDI.
- VIAL CHICLANA.
- CENTRO CIVICO NUMANCIA
- CITROEN SEVILLA
- EXT. PUERTO DOHA.
- TEATRO COSLADA.
- VOLKSWAGEN HUELVA.

- PABELLON CURLIN, UNV. GRANADA.
- COLEGIO S. JUAN BAUTISTA ARGANDA REY.
- HOTEL HABANA, CUBA.
- KPMG BUILDING, DOHA.
- HOTEL G+5 DUBAI
- CUARTEL SAN CARLOS TENERIFE.
- NAVE LECHE PASCUAL EN ARGANDA.
- CONCESIONARIOS PEUGEOT.
- IDEAL STANDARD SHOWROOM, ARABIA SAUDI.
- VIAL CHICLANA.
- CENTRO CIVICO NUMANCIA
- CITROEN SEVILLA
- EXT. PUERTO DOHA.
- TEATRO COSLADA.
- VOLKSWAGEN HUELVA.

Polígono Industrial La Estrella. C/ Marte 18-21
30500 Molina de Segura. Murcia. Spain
Tlf. 968 80 12 11 / Fax 968 89 10 48
secom@secom.es

Dpto. Exportación.
Tlf. ++34-968-80 18 00
Fax. ++34-968-89 10 48
export@secom.es

www.secom.es

www.secom.es

